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ABSTRACT: The functional properties of wheat powders depend largely on the surface characteristics of their particles. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been considered to investigate the surface composition of wheat powders. The objective of
the present study is to evaluate the ability of XPS to discriminate wheat components and to calculate the surface composition of
wheat powders. First, XPS surveys for the main wheat isolated components (starch, proteins, arabinoxylans, and lipids) were
determined. XPS results demonstrate that it is able to distinguish wheat proteins, polysaccharides, and lipids, but it is not able to
distinguish starch and arabinoxylan because of their similarity in chemical structure. The XPS analyses of simple reconstituted wheat
flours based on two components (starch and protein) or three components (by adding arabinoxylan) demonstrated the ability of
XPS to measure the surface composition of the wheat flours. The surface composition of native wheat flour demonstrated an
overrepresentation of protein (54%) and lipids (44%) and an underrepresentation of starch (2%) compared to the bulk
composition. Results are discussed with regard to difficulties in discriminating arabinoxylans and starch components.
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’ INTRODUCTION

Wheat powders (flour and semolina) obtained by milling
wheat grain are the main raw materials used to produce a large
variety of cereal-based foods (e.g., bread, noodles, biscuits). The
functional properties of wheat powders are classically determined
according to cereal-based food applications (e.g., bread dough
making properties, water absorption, biochemical composition).
Methods from powder science are also used to generate relevant
data (e.g., particle size distribution, densities, flow behavior)
related to bulk characteristics of wheat powders (e.g., densities,
bulk chemical composition, porosity).1

It begins to be established that the functional properties of bio-
logical powders (e.g., flowability, adsorption, rehydration, wet-
ting properties) are greatly dependent on surface characteristics
of the particles.2 Recent studies carried out on biological powders
showed that the surface chemical composition of particles is
significantly different from their bulk composition3-7 as a result
of the powder manufacturing process by drying or milling. When
particles are produced by milling/crushing of agricultural raw
materials (e.g., wheat grains), the heterogeneous native structure
and composition of the raw materials can generate particles with
heterogeneous surface composition.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a well-established
method to study the surfaces of inert materials. XPS has recently
been considered to investigate the surface chemical composi-
tion of biological powders obtained by spray- or freeze-drying
of complex solutions.8-11 On the other hand, only a few works
investigated the application of XPS for naturally complex pow-
ders obtained directly by milling of agricultural raw materials,

such as wheat powders.12,13 The determination of the surface
composition of a material by XPS is first considered at an
elemental level. XPS measures the relative atomic elemental
composition at the surface layer of approximately 5-10 nm
thickness.8 The elemental composition of biological powders
is generally defined by considering only three main elements
(carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen).5,6,8,10,12 Other minor elements
(such as phosphorus, sulfur, or minerals) are ignored as they
amount to <1%,3,6,8 except in a few papers concerning starch
granules analysis.12 From the relative elemental composition
in C, N, and O, the calculation of the atomic ratios (e.g., O/C,
C/N) and apparent atomic stoichiometry are used to identify the
components. A reasonable agreement has been found between
XPS apparent stoichiometry and those calculated from theore-
tical stoichiometry.3,5,6,8,9 In addition, the peaks C1s, N1s, andO1s

obtained from the XPS survey scans can be decomposed at
specific binding energies (into four, two, and three subpeaks,
respectively) and assigned to well-identified chemical functions
(e.g., C—C, C—O, O—C—O, CdO) that are typical for
components, such as lipids, sugar derivatives, glucose polymers,
and polyamino acids.10,12,14,15

The elemental atomic composition of isolated components
is then used to calculate the surface composition of powders.
The components have to be sufficiently chemically different to be
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distinguished by their elemental composition.8 XPS fails to
resolve similar multiple functional groups that have similar
binding energies.16 Two calculation methods have been devel-
oped to determine the surface composition of a powder.

(i) F€ald et al.8 proposed a method in which the measured
surface concentrations in atomic elements (C, N, O) are linear
combinations of the elemental mole fractions of same elements,
of the considered components, weighted by a degree of cover-
age of the components on the considered surface. By using
linear relation in a matrix formula, the surface composition
(i.e., degree of coverage) of the different components can
be calculated. These calculations are consistent only when it
is supposed that the sum of the selected atomic elements (C þ
N þ O) is 100%.

(ii) The surface composition can also be calculated by con-
sidering the concentration of the chemical functions that are
specific to components. The chemical functions are obtained
from the decomposition and assignment of the XPS sub peak
(C1s, N1s, and O1s). The surface composition is calculated from
the concentrations of chemical functions ratioed to total carbon
in the samples, on the basis of the known composition of
components.10 This method has been supposed to refine the
expression of results in terms of classes of components.10,17,18

XPS is considered to be a reproducible, reliable, and versatile
method with a wide range of applications in analyzing surface
chemical composition of biological powders. This approach has
been conducted for the main components of biological powder
(e.g., proteins, sugars, polysaccharides, or lipids) while ignoring
the minor components (e.g., vitamins or minerals). However,
sample contamination during the experiments can complicate
the XPS analyses, because most abundant surface contaminants
on air-exposed specimens consist only of C and O.9 Stability
issues for biological materials during XPS imaging are also
important for reliable data. X-ray-induced irradiation damage
and adsorption or desorption of volatile species in ultrahigh
vacuum may considerably distort the data. Sample charging may
further complicate data interpretation.7

XPS works demonstrate significant differences between the
surface composition and the bulk composition for different
biological powders. For instance, for dairy powders, proteins
and lipids would be major components, whereas lactose and
minerals would be minor components.3,5,6,8 For wheat starch
granules, proteins and lipids were thought to be largely present in
the surface.12 Only a few studies have so far investigated the
surface composition of wheat flour particles.10,13 In the case of
wheat flour, the relative surface coverage in lipids and proteins
was found to be much higher than the bulk contents.10 The
objective of the present study is to evaluate the XPS ability to
identify the surface components and to calculate the surface
composition of wheat particles. We first obtained the XPS survey
scans for the wheat isolated main components (starch, proteins,
arabinoxylans, and lipids). We then evaluated the XPS ability to
measure the surface composition of simple reconstituted flours
based on the mixing of two or three components and of different
wheat flours obtained from different wheat grain varieties and
milling conditions. We also investigated the impact of particle
surface/volume ratio of the wheat flour particles on XPS results.
To quantify the surface composition, only the main wheat
components (starch, proteins, arabinoxylans, and lipids) are
considered as they amount to most of the total solids of the
wheat flours. The minor components, including minerals, vita-
mins, and trace elements, were neglected.

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

Wheat Flours. Different wheat flours were selected. Reference
wheat flour was prepared bymilling soft wheat grain (‘Impression' wheat
variety, 2007 German harvest) in a pilot plant milling system in the Max
Rubner Institute (Detmold, Germany) to an extraction rate of 78.8%.
Another four different wheat flours with different bulk compositions
were also prepared. Grains from two different soft wheat varieties
(‘Tiger' wheat variety, 2007 harvest; ‘Crousty' wheat variety, 2007
harvest) were selected.19 Tiger wheat grains were either peeled and
milled to 100% extraction rate or pearled and milled to 75% extraction
rate. Crousty wheat grains were either peeled and milled to 75%
extraction rate or pearled and milled to 100% extraction rate.

Four wheat flours of different surface/volume ratios were prepared
from the reference flour, by applying an additional process. The sieved
wheat flours were prepared from a 500 g sample of flour that was directly
sieved over a column of five metallic sieves of decreasing mesh (125, 100,
70, 50, and 25 μm). Powders remaining on sieves (100, 70, 50, and 25 μm)
were collected and gave the four sieved flours with different diameters
(116, 89, 52, and 27 μm, respectively) and surface/volume ratios (5.7, 7.5,
12.8, and 24.7 mm-1, respectively). The ground wheat flours were pre-
pared from a 200 g sample of flour that remained over a 125μm sieve. This
sample was ground in a laboratory grinder (ZM200Retsch, France) under
ambient relative humidity conditions. The resulting powder was sieved
over a column of five metallic sieves with decreasing mesh (125, 100, 70,
50, and 25μm). Powders remaining on sieves (100, 70, 50, or 25μm)were
collected and gave the four ground flours with different diameters (100,
78, 57, and 24 μm, respectively) and surface/volume ratios (6.7, 8.5, 11.7,
and 27.8 mm-1, respectively). The flour samples were stored at 4 �C in
hermetically sealed cans until experiments were carried out.
Wheat Components. Themain wheat components were isolated

from the reference wheat flour to get their XPS survey scans. The
separation of starch and gluten proteins was conducted according to the
method of Auger,20 as reported in Figure 1. Flour was first mixed at
25 �C with water (550 g total dough mass and 1.25 flour to water ratio)
in a planetary mixer bowl (P600 Brabender, Germany) at 80 rpm. The
resulting dough was then diluted by adding 1000 mL of demineralized
water and stirred at 28 rpm for 10 min using a K-beater blade
(Brabender, Germany). The gluten-starch suspension obtained after
the washing step was sieved by using a vibrating sieve (AS 200 digit
Retsch, Germany) connected to tap water (water flow rate = 1500 mL.
min-1). The gluten was recovered on an 800 μm sieve, whereas the
filtrate was collected in a separate container. The resulting gluten was
then lyophilized (Alpha 2-4 LSCMartin Christ, Germany) and milled in
a ball miller. To isolate starch, the previous filtrate was left overnight at
15 �C, then washed by distilled water, centrifuged for 20 min at 3000g,
washed with ethanol 70% and then centrifuged for 20 min at 3000g.
These steps were repeated two times. After the last centrifugation, the
starch fraction was dried overnight under a hood at 25 �C and then
milled. The extraction of lipids was realized by accelerated extraction
using an accelerated solvent extractor (ASE 200 Dionex, USA). Five
successive extraction cycles (7 min for each cycle) were carried out for
the flour (at 50 �C and 100 bar, using benzine (i.e., petroleum ether) as
solvent (SDSCarlo Perba, France). The volume of the solvent was 150%
of the initial volume of the tested sample. The mixture benzine/oil was
then evaporated under vacuum at 40 �Cby using a rotating evaporator to
restore the pure oil. Wheat arabinoxylans were commercially purchased
from Megazym. The wheat component samples were stored at 4 �C in
hermetically sealed cans until experiments were carried out.
Reconstituted Flours. Different reconstituted flours were pre-

pared by mixing two (binary flours) or three (ternary flours) wheat
components. Binary reconstituted flours were prepared by mixing starch
and proteins in different starch/proteins ratios (0.90/0.10; 0.85/0.15;
0.80/0.20). Ternary reconstituted flours were prepared bymixing starch,
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proteins, and arabinoxylan in different starch/arabinoxylans ratios
(starch/proteins/arabinoxylans ratios = 0.835/0.150/0.015; 0.820/
0.150/0.030; 0.805/0.150/0.045). Preparations were carried out
manually by mixing the powdered components in a ceramic bowl.
The incorporation of the isolated lipids in the reconstituted flours was
not considered because of the difficulties in obtaining a homogeneous
mixture with the other components due to the physical state (liquid)
of the lipids. The reconstituted samples were stored at 4 �C in
hermetically sealed cans until experiments were carried out.
Chemical Analysis of Wheat Flours. Starch content was de-

termined according to the AACC 76-13 method.21 The arabinoxylans
content was determined by gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) after
sulfuric acid hydrolysis and derivatization as alditol acetates. The alditol
acetates obtained were injected in a DB 225 capillary column (J&W
Scientific, Folsom, CA) using allose as the internal standard.22 Total
nitrogen content (TN) was determined by the Kjeldahl method, and
protein content was calculated according to TN� 5.7.23 Lipid content was
determined by accelerated extraction using an accelerated solvent extrac-
tor. Chemical compositions of the selected wheat flour are presented

in Table 1. Average values and standard deviation were determined from
triplicates for the reference wheat flour (obtained from the Impression
wheat variety). Chemical compositions of the four peeled and pearled
wheat flours were determined from only one measurement. Apparent
standard deviations were calculated from the relative standard deviation
values measured for the reference flour.
Granulometric Distribution. Particle size distributions of the

wheat flours were determined using laser granulometry (Mastersizer
2000 Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, U.K.) and described by
considering the values of median diameters (d50). Two measurements
were carried out for each sample (Table 1).
Surface Chemical Analysis. XPS imaging was performed with a

Kratos Axis Ultra Kratos Analytical (Manchester, U.K.) spectrometer
using a monochromatic Al KR source. The pressure in the working
chamber during analysis was <10-7 Torr. The takeoff angle of the
photoelectrons was perpendicular to the sample. The analyzer operated
with a pass energy of 65 eV. The step size was 0.1 eV, and the dwell time
was 1000 ms. The powders were loosely packed in stainless steel sample
holders, and the surface was leveled. The analyzed area of the powder
was a region of 300 μm � 700 μm. Spectra were analyzed using Vision
software from Kratos (Vision 2.2.2). A Shirley baseline was used for the
subtraction of the background, and Gaussian/Lorentzian (70/30) peaks
were used for spectral decomposition. Quantification was performed
using the photoemission cross sections and the transmission coefficients
given in the Vision package.
SEM Observations. The microstructure of particles of wheat

flours and of the isolated wheat components was observed by scanning
electron microscope (JSM-T2000 JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). A representa-
tive sample taken from each powder was mounted in epoxy resin and
coated by gold to provide the conductivity. Three pictures from different
positions and with different magnifications were taken for each sample.

’RESULTS

The study of the particle surface properties of wheat powders
has been conducted at first from visual analysis of microstructure.
XPS analysis has been used, on the one hand, to identify the
chemical functions and the components located at the surface of
particles and, on the other hand, to try to quantify the surface
concentrations of components.
Microstructure of Particles. The superficial microstructure

of the reference wheat flour was evaluated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (Figure 2). Panels A and B of Figure 2 display
a classical superficial microstructure for wheat flour particles. We
observe a large diversity in particle size and morphology. Some
isolated starch granules with almost ovoid shape and some frag-
ments from the wheat albumen cells can be noticed (Figure 2B).
The albumen fragments have irregular shape with rough surface
and seem to contain starch granules partially embedded in the
continuous matrix, which is supposed to be composed of proteins
and arabinoxylans. Some fragments originated from the cell walls

Figure 1. Process diagram for the extraction of the main components
from wheat flour.

Table 1. Bulk Chemical Composition and Particle Size Diameter of the Selected Wheat Flours

bulk chemical composition contenta (g/100 g dry matter)

diameter, d50 (μm) starch protein arabinoxylans lipid

reference wheat flour (Impression wheat variety) 101.7 81.3 ((1.9) 12.9 ((0.2) 3.8 ((0.2) 2.3 ((0.2)

peeled wheat flour (Crousty wheat variety) 59.7 81.9 ((1.9) 11.7 ((0.1) 5.2 ((0.3) 1.3 ((0.1)

pearled wheat flour (Crousty wheat variety) 89.6 78.7 ((1.7) 14.0 ((0.2) 4.7 ((0.2) 2.6 ((0.2)

peeled wheat flour (Tiger wheat variety) 109.4 75.0 ((1.6) 15.7 ((0.3) 6.9 ((0.4) 2.4 ((0.2)

pearled wheat flour (Tiger wheat variety) 80.1 80.9 ((1.8) 12.4 ((0.2) 5.2 ((0.3) 1.3 ((0.1)
a In some cases, the sums of the four components do not equal 100%, which is due to experimental error.
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and are supposed to be rich in polysaccharides. Three different
groups of particles according to size can be identified: small-sized
particles (about 5-8 μm), medium-sized particles (about 30-40
μm), and large-sized particles (about 80-200 μm). As expected, it
is not possible to identify the components existing on the surface of
wheat flour particles only bymeans of SEMphotos (Figures 2A,B).
Similar SEM descriptions were obtained for the other wheat flour
particles (data not shown). It is possible to claim that the
heterogeneity in the surface composition is mainly due to the
native highly heterogeneous internal structure of wheat grains.
Thus, even if the particles were uniform by size, they would be
chemically heterogeneous.
Themicrostructures of the wheat component particles (starch,

proteins, and arabinoxylans) were also described using SEM

(Figure 2). Starch granules (Figure 2C) appear to possess almost
regular and homogeneous oval shape and a completely smooth
surface with no pores on it. Two main particle sizes are noted for
the starch granules (5-8 and 20-30 μm). Similar descriptions
of the granule microstructure for wheat starch were already
mentioned in the literature.24 As the extraction process does
not change the microstructure of the starch granules, the isolated
granules can be considered as similar to those present in the
native wheat flour. Protein particles (Figure 2D) show very
irregular shapes with large diversity in shape and size. The surface
of protein particles displays small flat areas, with “strong” angles.
Arabinoxylan particles (Figure 2E) show light spongy apparent
structure and numerous pores. Even if it is difficult to define a
specific shape of the arabinoxylans particles, they seem to be

Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs of the reference wheat flour particles (scale bar = 200 μm (A) and 75 μm (B)) and of isolated wheat flour
components: starch (C), proteins (D), and arabinoxylans (E) (scale bar = 30 μm).
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more or less spherical, but with very irregular surfaces. Similar
particle descriptions were reported in the literature on the gluten
protein and the pentosans extracted from wheat flour.24 How-
ever, the microstructure for the protein and arabinoxylan parti-
cles cannot be considered as representative of their native state in
the wheat flour particles because their state was largely affected
by the extraction and purification process.
XPS Analyses for the Wheat Components. The isolated

main wheat components were first individually analyzed by XPS.
The elemental composition of C, O, and N amounted to 99% of
all detected elements (Table 2), except for lipids (only 96.3%),
due to the presence of Si (3.6%). Figure 3 shows the XPS survey
scans obtained for the four selected components (starch, pro-
teins, arabinoxylans, and lipids). Atomic abundances of elements
(C, N, and O) at the surface of the components samples
(expressed in atomic percent (at. %)) are presented in Table 2.
The XPS survey scans for the main components were analyzed to
assign the peaks C1s, O1s, and N1s to chemical functions.10,12,14,15

As a typical example, Figure 4 shows the peak decomposition for
proteins. Similar decompositions (data not shown) were ob-
tained for starch, arabinoxylan, and lipids. Peak assignments are
presented in Table 2. The C1s peak was decomposed into four
peaks. The peak at 284.6 eV is attributed to C making a single
bond with C orH (C—C, C—H) in lipids or protein side chains.
The peak at 286.1 eV is attributed to Cmaking a single bond with
O or N (C—O, C—N) in alcohol, amine, or amide functions
in proteins. The peak at 287.5 eV is attributed to C making
two single bonds or one double bond with O (O—C—O, Od
C—N, OdC—O) in hemiacetal and acetal functions in poly-
saccharides) or in amide functions in proteins. The peak at
288.7 eV is attributed to C making one double or single bond
with O (OdC—OH, OdC—OR) in ester and carboxyl func-
tions in proteins and cell-wall polysaccharides. The N1s peak was
decomposed into two subpeaks. The peak at 399.7 eV is
attributed to uncharged N in amine (C—NH2) or in amide

(OdC—NH2, OdC—NH—C) in proteins. The peak at 402.4
eV is attributed to positively charged N (C—NH3

þ) in proto-
nated amine or quaternary ammonium functions in proteins. The
O1s peak is decomposed into three subpeaks. The peak at 531 eV
is attributed to O doubly bound to C (OdC—O, OdC-N,
OdC—OH), due to amide, ester, and carboxyl in proteins and
cell-wall polysaccharides. The peak at 532.6 eV is attributed to O
making single bonds with C (C—OH) in alcohol and (C—O—
C) in acetal and hemiacetal functions in polysaccharides. The
peak at 533.8 eV is attributed to O singly bound to C (OdC—
O—H) in ester and carboxyl functions in proteins and cell-wall
polysaccharides.
Atomic Composition of Starch Particles. As expected, XPS

survey scans obtained from the starch sample (Table 2) give
major signals corresponding to C (66.4%) and O (32.7%) and
very low signals corresponding toN (0.7%). Amain peak at 532.6
eV (92.6%) is attributed to alcohol and acetal groups. The C1s

peaks at 286.1 eV (54.6%) and 287.5 eV (12.6%) are attributed to
C—OandO—C—O in the glucose units. The calculated atomic
ratio (1/4.3) of the subpeaks at 286.1 and 287.5 eV is in
reasonable agreement with the expected atomic ratio (1/5)
obtained from stoichiometry.12 The relatively high binding
energy (30.2%) of the C1s spectrum subpeak at 284.6 eV is
characteristic of C bonded only to other C and H atoms and
indicates the presence of C in a nonstarch form that may arise
from extraneous hydrocarbon contamination or from hydrocar-
bon structures in other components (e.g., lipids or proteins)
naturally present at the surface of the starch granules.12 The N1s

peak at 399.8 eV is attributed to amide-linked N in protein
residue. Silicon at a binding energy of 101 eV was also found in
starch granules at very low concentration (0.19%) and could be
associated with the contamination.
The C/O stoichiometry for starch (1/0.733) was calculated

using only the sum of peak areas due to O—C—O and C—O as
a measure of C content, to extract the peak due to extraneous

Table 2. Relative Elemental Composition Measured by XPSa

atomic abundance (%) of elements at the surface of the wheat flour components

binding energy (eV) functions starch protein arabinoxylans lipids

101 Si 0.19 3.42

133 P 0.24

163 S 0.27

286 C 66.4 75.8 68.4 77.7

284.6 C—C, C—H 30.2 58.8 37.8 76.1

286.1 C—O, C—N 54.6 27.4 45.6 18.3

287.5 O—C—O, CdO 12.6 11.1 13.1 2.6

288.7 OdC—OH, OdC—OR 2.6 2.7 3.5 2.9

399 N 0.7 7.4 1.3 2.0

399.7 NH, NH2 88.5 95.4 100.0 84.6

402.4 NH3 11.5 4.6 15.4

533 O 32.7 16.5 30.0 16.6

531 O-2 1.8 40.6 7.8 4.5

532.6 C—OH 92.6 46.0 86.1 72.7

533.8 H2O 5.6 13.3 5.2 22.7
aDecomposition and assignment of XPS peak components (C1s, N1s, and O1s) for the selected wheat components.
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hydrocarbon components.12 This value is relatively high com-
pared to the theoretical value for anhydroglucose (1/0.833),
when the theoretical chemical composition (C6H10O5) for
starch is taken into consideration. Possible surface components
of the granule other than glucose polymers must be present at a
rather low level.12 Consistent with this, nitrogen was observed in
the native starch at a C/N stoichiometry of only 1/0.011, which
could suggest the possible presence of protein at the starch
granule surface.12

Atomic Composition of Arabinoxylan Particles. Because
arabinoxylans are polysaccharides with a chemical structure close
to that of starch, the XPS signal obtained for arabinoxylan is
almost similar to that obtained for starch granules (Table 2), with
major intensities corresponding to C (68.4%) and O (30.0%)
and very low signal corresponding to N (1.3%). The O1s peak at
532.6 eV (86.1%) is attributed to alcohol and acetal groups. The
peak at 531 eV (7.8%) is attributed to O bonded to C (OdC—O,
OdC—N, OdC—OH) and is typical of cell-wall polysaccharides.

The C1s peaks at 286.1 eV (45.6%) and 287.5 eV (13.1%) are
attributed to C—O and O—C—O in the arabinose and pentose
residues of arabinoxylans, respectively. The C1s peak at 284.6 eV
(30.2%) is a characteristic of the C bonded only to other C and
H atoms and indicates the presence of C in a nonarabinoxylan
form. TheN1s peak (1.3%) at 399.8 eV peak is attributed to amide-
linked N, due to protein residues. The C/O stoichiometry for
arabinoxylans was calculated using the sum of peak areas due to
O—C—O and C—O as a measure of C content, to extract the
peak due to extraneous hydrocarbon components. The calculated
value of the C/O stoichiometry for arabinoxylan particles (1/0.748)
is very close to the theoretical value (1/0.800) when the C5H8O4

formula for arabinoxylans is taken into consideration. Consistent
with this, nitrogen was observed in the arabinoxylans at a C/N
stoichiometry of only 1/0.019, which could suggest the possible
presence of protein at the surface.12

Atomic Composition of Protein Particles. XPS imaging on
the protein samples (Table 2) gives major signals corresponding

Figure 3. Survey scans obtained from XPS analyses for the four isolated components of wheat flour: starch (A), proteins (B), arabinoxylans (C), and
lipids (D).
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to C (75.8%), lower signal corresponding to O (16.5%), and
significant signal corresponding toN (7.4%). TheN1s peak at 399.8
eV (81.9%) is attributed to amide-linkedN and typifies the proteins
structure. The C1s peak at 284.6 eV (58.8%) is a characteristic of C
bonded only to other C and H atoms and indicates the presence
of aliphatic lateral chains of amino acids in the wheat protein struc-
ture or contamination by lipids. The peak at 531 eV (40.6%) is
attributed to O bonded to C (OdC—O, OdC—N, OdC—
OH), due to amide or carboxyl function of amino acids in thewheat
proteins. The decreased content of bothN andO in proteins found,
according to the XPS data (C/O = 1/0.218 and C/N = 1.098)
compared to the theroitcial chemical composition C3.3H5.9O1.06-
N1S0.033 (C/O = 1/0.321 and C/N = 1.303)10 would indicate the
presence of lipid traces within the surface layers of protein particles.
Atomic Composition of Lipid Component. XPS imaging on

the lipid sample (Table 2) gives major signals corresponding to C
(77.7%), low signals corresponding to O (16.6%), and very low
signals corresponding to N (2.0%). The C1s peak at 284.6 eV
(76.1%) is a characteristic of C bonded only to other C and H
atoms and indicates the presence of aliphatic chains in fatty acids.
The N1s peak (2%) at 399.8 eV is attributed to amide-linked N,
due to possible protein residues.
The decomposition and the assignment of peaks allowed XPS

profiles to be defined. We observe large differences in XPS traces
between proteins, lipids, and polysaccharides. As expected, only
slight differences in XPS traces are found between starch and
arabinoxylans, which are both polysaccharides. We can suppose
that the XPS method would have some difficulties in distinguish-
ing starch and arabinoxylans during the analysis of wheat flours.
XPS Analysis of Reconstituted Flours. XPS results for the

binary and ternary reconstituted flours are presented in Table 3.
Due to experimental constraints, it was not possible to duplicate
experimental data. It is thus not really possible to say without any
statistics whether or not the calculated values are significantly
different. In addition, the observed irregularities are very likely to
result from experimental errors of the XPS data and/or calcula-
tions. For instance, for the binary reconstituted flours, it can be
seen that for the C1s peak decomposition for all four binding
energy values (284.6, 286.1, 287.5, and 288.7 eV), XPSmeasured
values change not monotonically in going from 90/10 to 85/15
to 80/20 starch/protein content. Without any statistics, the
predictive power of XPSmeasurements cannot be stated. Table 3
may only be used as an example of XPS data on such wheat flour

systems (binary and ternary flours) as well as of deconvolution of
XPS peaks and assignments of peak components.
For the binary flours, we could only notice the decrease in the

C/N ratio (from 1/0.020 to 1/0.284), which is consistent with
the changes in starch/protein ratio from 90/10 to 85/15 to 80/
20. On the other hand, for the ternary flours, it is not possible to
identify any relationships between signal intensities and changes
in starch/arabinoxylan ratio, as starch and arabinoxylans are both
polysaccharides.
XPS Analysis of Wheat Flours. XPS analyses (Table 4)

demonstrate a major signal corresponding to C (77.0-79.2%),
low signals corresponding toO (16.5-18.2%) andN (3.7-4.4%),
and only traces of S (0.2-0.3%) and P (0.2-0.3%). Slight dif-
ferences in intensity values after peak decomposition are observed
between the flours. As expected, the energy values corresponding
to C, O, and N peak decomposition for the wheat flours (Table 4)
are found to range between values previously determined for the
wheat components (Table 2). The differences in wheat grain types
(Crousty, Tiger, or Impression variety) and in milling conditions
(with peeling or pearling) seem thus to generate differences in
surface composition of the flour particles.
Impact of Surface/VolumeRatio on XPSAnalysis of Flours.

Different samples of wheat flours were prepared to modify the
ratio between the X-ray-exposed surface of the particles and their
volume by using two different processes.
(i)The grinding procedure allows one to generate particles

with different surface/volume ratios, with almost the same bulk
chemical composition (although the damaged starch content
may increase with grinding extend). As the grinding progresses, an
increase in surface/volume ratio induces some noticeable decrease
(Table 4) in signals corresponding to C (from 77.4 to 74.8%) and
noticeable increases in signals corresponding to O (from 17.9 to
19.6%) and N (from 4.52 to 5.22%). From the peak decomposi-
tion (Table 3), we also observe decreases (from 88.4 to 85.3%) in
C—OHpeaks at 532.6 eV. The changes in surface/volume ratio at
almost constant bulk composition seem to induce noticeable
changes in the surface composition of the wheat particles.
(ii) The sieving procedure allows one to separate particles not

only with different surface/volume ratios but also with possible
changes in bulk composition, because particles of the isolated
components such as small starch granules or large cell-wall
fragments display different diameters. Sieving generates some
diversity in XPS values (Table 4). However, it is not possible to

Figure 4. Decomposition of C1s (A), N1s (B), and O1s(C) subpeaks in the case of proteins.
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identify specific relationships to describe the impact of surface/
volume ratio (after sieving) on surface composition.
Calculations of Surface Composition. We calculated the

apparent surface composition of flour particles from the XPS data
obtained for wheat components (Table 2) and by using different
sets of linear relations in a matrix formula.8 The number of
equations and the number of atomic elements in the formula
matrix had to be adjusted to the number of components that were
considered for calculations.25 Calculations were made using differ-
ent matrix formulas, based on those presented in eqs 1-234 in the
case of four components.

ICflour ¼ ICproteinsγproteins þ ICstarchγstarch

þ ICarabinoxylansγarabinoxylans þ IClipidsγlipids ð1Þ

INflour ¼ INproteinsγproteins þ INstarchγstarch

þ INarabinoxylansγarabinoxylans þ INlipidsγlipids ð2Þ

IOflour ¼ IOproteinsγproteins þ IOstarchγstarch

þ IOarabinoxylansγarabinoxylans þ IOlipidsγlipids ð3Þ

ISflour ¼ ISproteinsγproteins þ ISstarchγstarch

þ ISarabinoxylansγarabinoxylans þ ISlipidsγlipids ð4Þ

where ICproteins, I
N
proteins, I

O
proteins, I

S
proteins, I

C
starch, I

N
starch, I

O
starch,

ISstarch, I
C
arabinoxylans, I

N
arabinoxylans, I

O
arabinoxylans, I

S
arabinoxylans, I

C
lipids,

INlipids, I
O
lipids, and ISlipids are the relative contents of atomic

elements (C, N, O, S) measured on the surface of the iso-
lated components (Table 2). ICflour, I

N
flour, I

O
flour, and I

S
flour are

the relative contents of elements (C, N, O, S) on the surface of
the samples (Tables 3 and 4). The parameters γproteins, γstarch,
γarabinoxylans, and γlipids are the calculated values of the compo-
nent surface contents (Tables 5-7).
Surface Composition of Reconstituted Flours. Because

simple reconstituted flours are mixed in a powder form, we
could suppose that there is no molecular masking effect between
the components. In these conditions, the surface composition of
the reconstituted samples exposed to X-rays should be similar to
the theoretical bulk composition of the added components.
For the binary reconstituted flours with different starch/

proteins ratios, surface composition was calculated by consider-
ing only two components: starch and proteins (Table 5). What-
ever the atomic elements (C, O; C, N; or N, O) considered in the
matrix formula, the calculated surface compositions are close
to the bulk composition. The XPS seems thus able to determine
the surface composition and to identify specifically starch and
proteins in binary reconstituted flours.
For the ternary reconstituted flours (starch, protein, arab-

inoxylans) with different starch/arabinoxylans ratios, surface
composition was first calculated by considering only two com-
ponents (starch and proteins) (Table 5). For the ternary flour at
the lowest arabinoxylan content (0.835 starch/0.150 protein/
0.015 arabinoxylans), good agreement is found between surface
composition and bulk composition in starch and proteins. When
the starch/arabinoxylan ratio increases at constant protein con-
tent, we obtained unexpected values of surface content for starch
and proteins. The calculation of the surface contents for starch
and proteins is anomalously affected by changes in arabinoxylan

Table 3. Relative Elemental Composition Measured by XPSa

atomic abundance (%) of elements at the surface

binary reconstituted flours ternary reconstituted flours

binding energy (eV) functions

90% starch/

10% proteins

85% starch/

15% proteins

80% starch/

20% proteins

83.5% starch/

15% proteins/

1.5% arabinoxylans

82% starch/

15% proteins/

2% arabinoxylans

80.5% starch/15%

proteins/4.5%

arabinoxylans

101 Si 0.17

133 P 0.07

163 S 0.08 0.12 0.11 traces traces

286 C 67.8 67.9 68.8 68.0 67.8 67.2

284.6 C—C, C—H 36.3 33.3 38.7 34.7 33.5 31.7

286.1 C—O, C—N 48.4 51.4 46.8 49.6 51.0 52.4

287.5 O—C—O, CdO 12.5 12.7 11.6 12.8 12.3 13.0

288.7 OdC—OH, OdC—OR 2.79 2.49 2.85 2.88 3.13 2.85

399 N 1.38 1.61 1.96 1.66 1.38 1.29

399.7 NH, NH2 100.0 95.9 93.7 95.4 100 100

402.4 NH3 4.11 6.3 4.60

533 O 30.7 30.3 29.2 30.1 30.9 31.5

531 O-2 3.97 6.83 6.78 6.26 4.63 3.40

532.6 C-OH 88.4 76.5 85.3 75.0 88.0 86.4

533.8 H2O 7.65 16.8 7.87 18.7 7.3 10.2
aDecomposition and assignment of XPS peak components (C1s, N1s, and O1s) for the reconstituted flours.
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content in reconstituted flour, which induce an overestimation of
starch and an underestimation of protein surface contents, due to
disturbances during XPS measurements and/or surface compo-
sition calculations.
Surface composition for the ternary reconstituted flours was

also calculated by considering three components (starch, pro-
teins, and arabinoxylans). The calculated values appear as
significantly different from the bulk composition (Table 5), with
overestimated starch surface content and underestimated pro-
teins and arabinoxylans surface contents. We also observe some
“absurd” negative values. As previously discussed, due to the fact
that both starch and arabinoxylan are polysaccharides with
almost similar chemical composition, XPS is not able to distin-
guish them specifically in ternary mixtures.
Surface Composition forWheat Flours. When compared to

the reconstituted flours, the native wheat flours are more
complex materials due to the large diversity in chemical compo-
sitions and the heterogeneous distribution of components. It
could be supposed that the surface composition is not a simple
transposition of the bulk composition, due to possible molecular
masking effects between the components. Surface compositions
were first calculated for the selected wheat flours by considering
only two components (starch and proteins). The calculated values
of surface contents are found very different from the bulk
composition (Table 6). In addition, the choices of atomic elements
(C, O or C, N or N, O) used for calculations lead to different
values of surface composition. The higher values of protein surface
contents and the lower values of starch surface contents were
obtained when using the (C, O) pair of elements. These differ-
ences, which were not observed in the case of the reconstituted
flours (Table 5), could be explained by possiblemolecularmasking
effects between the components in wheat flour.
The surface compositions for the wheat flours were also

calculated by considering three components (starch, proteins,
and arabinoxylans) (Table 6). The results are not reliable, because
“aberrant” values of starch surface contents (up to 100%) and
negative values for proteins surface contents (-1.53 to-2.44)
are found, due to close chemical composition of starch and
arabinoxylans and possible molecular masking effect between
the components.

When considering three other components (starch, proteins,
and lipids) (Table 6), the calculated surface composition is
found to be significantly different from the corresponding
bulk composition (Table 1). Calculated values thus indicate a
much higher content in lipids and proteins at the surface of the
wheat flour particles compared to the bulk composition of the
particles.
The surface composition for the wheat flours was also

calculated by considering four components (starch, proteins,
arabinoxylans, and lipids). As expected, the calculated surface
composition (Table 6) does not seem reliable, because negative
values for lipids (0.007 to -0.637) and arabinoxylans (-0.213
to -0.345) and high values for starch (1.521) surface contents
were obtained whatever the examined wheat flour was.
Impact of Surface/Volume Ratio on Surface Composition.

When particles are produced using the sieving procedure, we
observe a great diversity in values of surface composition
(Table 7). We do not observe any relationship between sur-
face/volume ratio and surface contents. This could be related to
the sieving procedure, which is supposed to generate hetero-
geneous changes in bulk composition of the flour samples.
When particles were produced using the grinding procedure,

an increase in surface/volume ratio generates significant mono-
tonous changes in surface composition. When calculations are
made by considering two components (starch and proteins)
(Table 7), an increase in surface/volume ratio (from 0.060 to
0.247) induces a slight decrease in starch surface contents and a
slight increase in protein surface contents. When calculations are
made by considering three components (starch, proteins, and
lipids), an increase in surface/volume ratio (from 0.060 to 0.247)
induces a slight increase in starch and lipid surface contents and a
slight decrease in protein surface contents. It could be stated that
changes in surface/volume ratio (at almost constant bulk
composition) induce significant changes in surface composition
of the wheat particles. The XPS seems thus able to give
information about the chemical surface composition of wheat
particles and to identify some changes induced by process
conditions. However, it clearly appears that the results are
affected by the considered calculation method (e.g., conflicting
results are found for protein surface contents) because XPS is not

Table 5. Calculated Values of Surface Composition from XPSMeasurements for the ReconstitutedWheat Flours (Sums for either
Two- or Three-Components Results Do Not Equal Unity Owing to the Calculation Method Used)

surface composition

binary reconstituted flours ternary reconstituted flours

elements components

90% starch/

10% proteins

85% starch/

15% proteins

80% starch/

20% proteins

83.5% starch/

15% proteins/

1.5% arabinoxylans

82% starch/

15% proteins/

2% arabinoxylans

80.5% starch/

15% proteins/

4.5% arabinoxylans

two components C, O starch 0.874 0.851 0.780 0.838 0.885 0.925

protein 0.129 0.151 0.225 0.163 0.120 0.077

C, N starch 0.906 0.868 0.823 0.861 0.906 0.911

protein 0.101 0.135 0.187 0.143 0.101 0.088

N, O starch 0.887 0.858 0.797 0.848 0.894 0.919

protein 0.103 0.136 0.189 0.144 0.102 0.087

three components C, N, O starch 0.931 0.973 0.870

protein -0.076 -0.072 0.044

arabinoxylan 0.150 0.107 0.084
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able to accurately identify the main wheat components. XPS
results should thus be considered with caution.

’DISCUSSION

In the present study, we use XPS to investigate the surface
composition of wheat flour particles. XPS has first been used
to identify the wheat main components from their specific
chemical function. The results demonstrated that XPS is able
to distinguish proteins, polysaccharides, and lipids from their
specific chemical functions. As expected, XPS is not able to
distinguish starch and arabinoxylan because of the similarity in
their chemical structures. The use of XPS for wheat flours has
thus been confronted with the large diversity of the chemical

functions that are present on the four main wheat components
(starch, protein arabinoxylan, and lipids). However, it is
clear that it is very difficult to differentiate using XPS the
starch and arabinoxylans molecules, because they belong to
the same molecular family, with close chemical functions.
The differences between these macromolecules are mainly
located at the level of the macromolecular chains scale. A more
systematic experimental XPS (with purified wheat compo-
nents from several types of wheats) to get a better character-
ization of the macromolecular structures of the wheat com-
ponents seems still necessary. In comparison, the use of XPS
for dairy powders relies on the description of molecules
containing very different chemical functions (proteins, lipids,

Table 6. Calculated Values of Surface Composition from XPS Measurements for the Selected Native Wheat Flours (Sums for
Two-, Three-, or Four-Component Results Do Not Equal Unity Owing to the Calculation Method Used)

surface composition

elements component

reference wheat

flour (Impression

wheat variety)

peeled wheat

flour (Crousty

wheat variety)

pearled wheat

flour (Crousty

wheat variety)

peeled wheat

flour (Tiger

wheat variety)

pearled wheat

flour (Tiger

wheat variety)

two components C, O starch 0.079 0.073 0.015 -0.041 0.019

protein 0.947 0.952 1.018 1.080 1.011

C, N starch 0.541 0.532 0.616 0.689 0.585

protein 0.542 0.550 0.492 0.442 0.515

N, O starch 0.270 0.260 0.264 0.261 0.253

protein 0.568 0.575 0.525 0.482 0.546

three components C, N, O starch 0.017 0.012 -0.065 -0.138 -0.057

protein 0.542 0.538 0.705 0.856 0.665

lipids 0.445 0.453 0.366 0.289 0.396

C, N, O starch 1.978 1.960 2.487 2.958 2.349

protein -1.546 -1.535 -2.012 -2.440 -1.896

arabinoxylan 0.678 0.684 0.668 0.656 0.681

fourcomponents C, N, O, S starch 0.995 1.114 0.941 0.891 1.521

protein 0.608 0.637 0.533 0.460 0.659

arabinoxylan -0.213 -0.241 -0.220 -0.225 -0.345

lipids -0.264 -0.370 -0.125 0.007 -0.637

Table 7. Calculated Values of Surface Composition from XPS Measurements for the Sieved Flours and for the Ground Flours
(Sums for either Two- or Three-Components Results Do Not Equal Unity Owing to the Calculation Method Used)

surface composition

sieved flour ground flour

elements components

surface/

volume =

5.7 mm-1

surface/

volume =

7.5 mm-1

surface/

volume =

12.8 mm-1

surface/

volume =

24.7 mm-1

(surface/

volume =

6.7 mm-1

surface/

volume =

8.5 mm-1

surface/

volume =

11.7 mm-1

surface/

volume =

27.8 mm-1

two components C, N starch 0.513 0.609 0.425 0.479 0.525 0.418 0.362 0.360
protein 0.569 0.506 0.644 0.588 0.561 0.636 0.681 0.671

N, O starch 0.254 0.241 0.151 0.261 0.251 0.243 0.228 0.256

protein 0.594 0.541 0.669 0.609 0.587 0.653 0.693 0.681

three components C, N, O starch 0.012 -0.103 -0.104 0.058 -0.005 0.078 0.104 0.158

protein 0.519 0.738 0.548 0.435 0.548 0.352 0.267 0.209

lipids 0.467 0.374 0.546 0.511 0.463 0.573 0.633 0.634
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and lactose) and is more adapted to discriminate between
them.4,5,11

From the XPS analysis of the chemical functions of the wheat
components, we have tried to calculate the particle surface
composition of the wheat powders, in particular, the respective
contents in proteins, starch, lipids, and arabinoxylans. The calcula-
tions carried out for the simple reconstituted flours with known
surface characteristics (based on protein and starch) demonstrated
the relevance of our calculation approach and the coherence of the
calculated values of surface composition. As expected, the incorpora-
tion of arabinoxylans in reconstituted flours troubled our calculation
approach and led to “absurd” values of surface concentrations.

The use of XPS for the description of native flours allowed the
surface composition of particles to be determined. When investi-
gations are carried out on proteins, starch, and lipids, XPS is able to
monitor the surface composition of flour particles and to describe
changes induced by grinding process. Surface composition
of wheat flours is found to be significantly different from the
bulk composition, with an overrepresentation of protein and lipids
and an underrepresentation of polysaccharides. These results
are consistent with data already mentioned in the literature.10

Overrepresentation of lipids and proteins at the surface of wheat
particles could be related to the presence of a thin layer of lipids
and proteins that was directly identified on the surface of starch
granules.12 Rouxhet et al.10 considered values with caution as some
approximationsweremade for calculations, even if the lipid surface
content reaches a level that exceeds what may be attributed to the
adventitious contamination usually observed on polar solids.

XPS results can be related to technical knowledge available about
wheat grain milling and flour production.26 Wheat components

(starch, proteins, arabinoxylans, and lipids) are not evenly
distributed within flour particles due to the heterogeneous

Figure 5. Scanning electron microscopy images taken for the main individual particles (at different magnification scales) found in wheat flour, with
whole endosperm cells (A), wedges of protein (B), damaged starch granules (C), native starch granules (D), pieces of bran (E), and protein and starch
clusters (F).

Figure 6. Structural hypothesis to describe wheat grain fractionation,
based on a cross-sectional diagram in wheat kernel. Grain breaking is
hypothesized to take place at the edge of endosperm cells (A), through
the endosperm cell (B), through the starch granule (C), or at the edge of
the starch granule (D).
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structure of wheat grains endosperm and due to the complexity
of the milling process. When wheat endosperm is fragmented
by grinding, it is usually reduced to amixture of particles, differing
in size and composition (Figure 5). Some whole endosperm cells
(Figure 5A), protein wedges (<20 μm) (Figure 5B), damaged
starch granules (Figure 5C), native starch granule (7-30 μm)
(Figure 5D), bran pieces (Figure 5E), and clusters of starch
granules in a protein matrix (about 20 μm) (Figure 5F) are
present in flour. In addition, wheat flour components are not
evenly distributed over the particles. Particles of segment en-
dosperm cell fraction have a protein content similar to that of the
native endosperm. Large- andmedium-sized starch granules have
protein contents of half to two-thirds that of the native endo-
sperm. Small chips of protein and detached small starch granules
have protein contents approximately twice the content of the
native endosperm. Figure 6 shows that, depending on applied
milling conditions, wheat kernel could be crushed in two ways.
(i) Crushing may take place at the edge of the endosperm cell
walls (Figure 6A) and thus generate whole endosperm cells in the
flour. Consequently, XPS would mainly detect components on
the outer layer of the fragmented cell walls covering the
endosperm cells. (ii) Crushing may take place through endo-
sperm cells (Figure 6B) and thus may cause the starch granules to
be damaged (Figure 6C). XPS then detects the protein network
and cell-wall components besides starch exhibited on the damaged
surfaces. In this way, crushing may also happen at the edge of the
starch granules (Figure 6D), and XPS then detects the components
on the surface of the native starch particles besides the protein
network and the cell-wall components.

In addition, some characteristics of the wheat flour particles
could contribute to disturb the analysis of XPS results. Particle
roughness (Figure 2B) could affect measurement of the surface
chemical composition. A rough surface may shadow some parts of
the sample from the XPS beam, and some parts might be hidden
and not detected by XPS. A large distribution of particle size
(Figure 2B) is also a factor that could affect XPS measurements,
because small particles might be hidden under large particles and
then would not be detected by X-rays during measurements.

For the characterization of wheat flours, it thus remains im-
possible to distinguish starch and arabinoxylans and to calcu-
late their respective concentrations on the surface. A better under-
standing of the potential applications of XPS method to describe
the surface composition of wheat flour powder thus requires
additional experimental data. It may be necessary to continue
investigating XPS signals for the isolated main wheat components
by considering components obtained by different extractions and
from different wheat grain types. The reconstitution process of
simple flours could also be extended from simple to different
complex mixtures, by considering powder mixing or molecular
mixing of components, or by modifying the exposed surface.
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